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 Cellfield Reading Program

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cellfield is a revolutionary reading program designed to create neural connections in the brain that are responsible for proper reading including comprehension and will enhance major sensory functions critical to reading.

How Do you Measure Results?

We use Industry standard tests (e.g: GORT and Woodcock) BEFORE and AFTER Cellfield to measure student outcomes








  
  
 Cellfield is Unique

Cellfield targets visual and auditory processing
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Auditory

Specially designed sound parcels target auditory processing



Auditory to Visual Bridge

Cellfield is the only technology that bonds auditory to visual pathways, which allows the struggling reader’s brain to function more like a typical reader



Visual

Cellfield is the only technology that bonds auditory to visual pathways, which allows the struggling reader’s brain to function more like a typical reader











  
  
 Cellfield achieves outstanding results


Cellfield on average improves reading skills by ONE to TWO years.*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This represents an accelerated gain of 23 months or an advance of two entire grade levels for the duration of the program. Given that over half the participants took two weeks or less to complete the ten sessions and two thirds of participants completed them in less than one month, this is indeed an extraordinary result.

Prideaux et al, Efficacy of the Cellfield Intervention for reading difficulties: An Integrated Computer-Based Approach Targeting Deficits Associated with Dyslexia, Australian Journal of Learning Disabilities, Volume 10, Number 2, 2005.








  
  
 Who can Benefit?

Cellfield is suitable for students (age 6 and over) with reading difficulties.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Selection criteria includes if:

	The reading age falls behind actual age.
	There are symptoms of dyslexia.
	There are language disorders.
	There is difficulty carrying out oral instructions.
	There are poor reading, spelling and writing skills.
	There is poor fluency, accuracy and/or comprehension.






	They cannot recall what they have read.
	They feel discomfort or suffer from fatigue when reading.
	They have poor working memory.
	They feel discomfort looking at black letters on white paper.
	There is eye movement control problems.












  
  
 How Long Does it Take?

Cellfield is a 16-week program which includes:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Week 1

Pre Cellfield Assessments




Week 2 and 3

10 x 1 hour computer sessions at the clinic




Week 4 to 5

Post Assessment, 10 – 14 days after computer sessions




Weeks 5 to 15

10 weekly 30 to 45 minute follow-up sessions





Week 16

Final 2nd Post Assessments







  
  
 What are the Gains?

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Students

1133

1114

108



Tested For


Word Attack


Passage Comprehension

Word Comprehension






Average Gain*

+ 18.55 months

+ 26.19 months

+ 17.68 months











  
 
   
    Feedback
 
 
 
 
 
 
    "To someone considering becoming a Cellfield Provider, I would say go for it! There will be challenges, difficulties and issues along the way - help is often just a phone call away. The real reward comes in knowing you have made a difference in that client's life and changed the direction of their future - you may just break a cyclic life pattern such as a generational family history of illiteracy. ”
 
  Carol Lawrie
KL3 - Keys to Listening, Learning and Literacy
 
 
 
 
 
 
    "Gabriel was a 12 year old boy that always been behind with his reading. He had had lots of help from school and had been on various extra reading programmes. He came and did the Cellfield program and his reading comprehension score went backwards by 4 months. 


This was naturally a challenge to explain but his parents persevered with Phase II. He read regularly and had extra reading tuition once a week. After 6 months he was retested and his comprehension had risen 15 months ahead of where he started. Gabriel continued to make progress and 5-years later he was getting prizes for English at his secondary school. 


His mother was really pleased with the lasting effects and that for the most of his secondary schooling reading hadn't been an issue and that he was able to cope with all that he was given.

His was afar cry from what would have been had he not come and completed the Cellfield program - Phase I and Phase II. Cellfield was the catalyst to get him moving.




 
  Paul Kelly - Master Licensee and Cellfield Provider New Zealand
 
 
 
 
 
 
    "Ben has shown a greater willingness to read and reads longer before he makes a mistake and is more fluent. He is showing more expression when he reads and greater interest in what he reads. Ben will now pick up any reading material without being asked and have a go. Ben appears to enjoy reading more and has become more confident in his speech."
 
  Ben’s Mother
 
 
 
 
 
 
    "Since Steve completed the Cellfield program our whole families dynamics have changed including Steve’s outlook on learning. Going to school and any school related work was always a battle and we fought every morning and every evening and it was exhausting. Within 3 days of the Phase I Cellfield sessions we started seeing a difference. For the first time in 5 years he did not argue about going to school. I WAS SHOCKED. From that day on it was just up hill."
 
  Maria
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 What Now?

Contact us or refer to our Locations page to find your nearest Cellfield provider.




CONTACT US







  
 
    CONTACT US




6 / 122 Albert Rd, Warragul 3820 Victoria







hqinfo@cellfield.com
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Sign up for our newsletter!

Want to stay up-to-date on industry trends?
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